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As we prepare to welcome our fifth and final
cohort of studentships funded under AHRC’s
first phase of Doctoral Training Partnerships
(DTP1) we’re excited to announce that AHRC
have confirmed that they will continue to fund
WRoCAH for a further five years under DTP2.
They have indicated that they will fund the
equivalent of 32 four-year studentships, and to
this the Universities of Leeds, Sheffield and
York have committed 50% match-funding for
an additional 16 studentships. Overall this
should allow us to support a similar number of
students to WRoCAH1. The next incarnation
of WRoCAH preserves many of the highly
regarded features of the first DTP, including
Researcher Employability Projects, Student-led
Forums, and Knowledge Exchange Projects, but
with an added emphasis on Internationalization.

Another key difference is that 15% of WRoCAH studentships
will be ring-fenced for Collaborative Doctoral Awards (CDAs).
Such projects must be co-designed and co-supervised between a
university and the non-HEI partner, and the researcher must
spend between 3 and 18 months at the partner organization.
We’ve already made a start on selecting CDA projects for
students who will apply in 2019 and have been excited by the
massive support for the scheme from both academic leads and
non-HEI partners, with over 30 applications for single
studentships and 2 applications for White Rose CDA networks
received by the closing deadline. WRoCAH has always supported
collaborative projects with our regional and national partners and
the CDAs offer a way for our universities to develop these
connections.

Open Access Theses and online deposit
–– Julian Richards

The

Research Councils, including the AHRC, require
that a full text version of a PhD thesis should be available
online and Open Access, no longer than 12 months
following award of a doctorate. Whilst they recognise
that
commercial,
collaborative
or
publication
arrangements may necessitate a slight delay, the AHRC’s
view is that they expect this to be ‘by exception’, and for
no more than an additional 12 months at most. We’re
aware that some WRoCAH researchers are concerned
that this will make it difficult for them to secure a
publication contract, or that their ideas may be stolen.
We’d like to provide some reassurance, on both counts.
Firstly, very few publishers will take a thesis “as is”
– a PhD is written with specific academic requirements in
mind, which are rarely the same as for an academic
monograph – therefore the two outputs are rarely the
same. Most publishers we have talked to, including our
WRoCAH core partner, Taylor & Francis/ Routledge,
have confirmed that they wouldn’t view a PhD thesis
being online as being any impediment to them agreeing
a contract for the “book of the thesis”. Professor
Andrew Smith, School of English, University of Sheffield
has conducted a straw poll of commissioning editors and
received similar responses from university presses at
Cambridge, Edinburgh, Liverpool and Wales.

A spokesperson for CUP commented: “We don’t publish
unrevised PhDs of course, and are increasingly looking
for extensive revisions to turn the thesis into a
publishable book. But in that case the present policy is
that we would be happy to go ahead even if the thesis
itself is freely available on the university’s e-platform.”
The editor for EUP noted: “I would never publish a thesis
as is, so it doesn’t have an impact from my standpoint.
We have several authors who have this situation
currently and we’ve seen no impact in sales. I would
imagine very few (if any) academic presses would feel
differently.”
Secondly, it is worth bearing in mind that the
publishing world is rapidly changing, with e-publication
becoming the norm in many areas. Indeed, for journal
articles the REF now privileges the availability of an
online Open Access version in an institutional repository
as determining eligibility for submission. Theses put
online, and issued with a permanent DOI (Digital Object
Identifier) – as is the case for all White Rose theses - are
fully citable and to all intents and purposes they are
publications. Far from there being a risk that your ideas
might be stolen, we believe that getting your thesis
online quickly is therefore a means of claiming ownership
of your original contribution, and providing others with a
source to reference.
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Introducing the 2018 WRoCAH Networks
Floods:
living with water in the past, present and future
Network lead: Katherine Selby, University of York

What should we change if we are to be resilient in the face of the increasing scale
and unpredictability of floods? How can we decide what to protect and what to give
up to flooding? Put simply, how can we live with floods? This network will
investigate the narratives that we have told, and can tell, when water inundates the
land. It will develop novel approaches to researching floods at the intersection
between floods as socio-environmental processes, as historical events, and as cultural
representations. Through an innovative combination of humanities and social
sciences methodologies, it will show how an analysis of flood stories can bring
positive benefits for society and the environment.
The three projects are connected through their shared interest in the stories of
floods and how these can be mobilised to understand and mitigate the future
impacts of flooding on humanity. They differ in their historical and geographical
settings, and in their methodologies.

WRoCAH White Rose Networks offer a unique opportunity for collaborative and
interdisciplinary research across the White Rose universities with three doctoral researchers,
one at each of Leeds, Sheffield and York, working on separate projects on a common theme.
Each student has a main supervisor at the home institution and a co-supervisor at one of the
other institutions making a network of 3 students and 6 academics.

Electronic Soundscapes
Network lead: David Clayton, University of York

We believe that scholarship in the Humanities relies excessively on visual and textual
data. The field of Sound Studies has, we note, begun to correct this bias by
investigating auditory experiences. We argue however that this niche field has not fully
investigated the broader socio-economic and cultural environment within which sound
technologies developed and has failed to comprehensively address the implications of
new soundscapes. There is considerable scope to examine the origins and effects of
electronic soundscapes via three inter-locking macro-themes:
Collective Invention: how far did innovators interact to create new electronic
•
sounds?
Strategic Interests: how far did governments, corporate and professional
•
organisations define and redefine the purpose of public soundscapes?
Social Inclusiveness: how far did shifting distributions of social power affect
•
access to and the form of these soundscapes?
To address these themes the network poses an orientating question:
What were the opportunities and challenges created by the advent of modern
•
sound technologies?
The network has decided to focus on the second age of mechanical sound, a period
when the production, manipulation and consumption of electronic forms became
pervasive: what we label tentatively and provocatively electronic cosmopolitanism.
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New partners for 2018: two profiles

Zoo

Dr. Stuart Green
Chief Executive Officer
www.zoodigital.com

ZOO Digital Group plc is a provider of media localisation
services to the global entertainment industry. The
company’s clients include Hollywood studios, major
providers of streaming video services and localised
producers of film and TV entertainment.
Headquartered in Sheffield, the company’s competitive
advantage stems from its software innovation strategy. This
has led to its comprehensive suite of cloud software
platforms that enable the company to operate more
efficiently and with greater scalability than traditional
language service providers. These systems allow the
company to collaborate efficiently with over 5,000 freelance
language specialists worldwide. Due to the recent rapid
expansion of streaming video services, the market is
experiencing unprecedented growth and is becoming
capacity constrained due the availability of suitably skilled
media translation specialists.
ZOO hopes to pursue research collaborations with
WRoCAH students to explore ways to grow translation
capacity, to support effective distance learning in screen
translation and to enhance quality evaluation in the sector.

Human
Human is a creative agency with global credentials in
design, digital and moving image since 2007. Our
activity is driven by the discovery of knowledge,
technology and culture. We collaborate with individuals,
groups and organisations that make a difference. Our
work demands interaction with the brightest and most
inquisitive minds and initiatives such as the WRoCAH
student programme provide an excellent opportunity
for such exchanges.
WRoCAH students add to our skillset and also
benefit from observing for themselves the creative and
digital activity in our studio; animation, web
development and the latest VR technology.
Our work has already been exhibited in Europe,
USA, Japan, Brazil and published in print and online
around the world. We look forward to further enriching
our output with WRoCAH students and are excited to
see what they will contribute to our projects.

Nick Bax
Founder & Creative Director,
Humanstudio / HumanVR
www.humanstudio.com
www.humanvr.org
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Incoming 2018 cohort: student profiles
Hi, my name is Rabiha Hannan. I’m a Clinical Pharmacist by training and I hold an MA in
Muslim Community Studies, with a specialisation in gender issues and pluralism. As a
practitioner in the field of social cohesion and interfaith relations, my proposed research is an
attempt to understand different interpretations of the role and place of women in Islam,
particularly with respect to involvement in public life. I will seek to explore how roles of
Muslim women have been defined (i.e. which sources are used and what hermeneutic
methods have been applied), what forces have influenced such definitions and how they
impact Muslim women living in Britain today. I’m really excited about being selected to be a
WRoCAH student. I recognise the strong research opportunities, training and social
networks it opens to me. I have already booked myself on to the first training programme
and I’m looking forward to meeting fellow WRoCAH students.

Rabiha Hannan
Philosophy, Religion, and History of Science
University of Leeds

As an art historian with a background in teaching and youth engagement in arts and
culture, I’m thrilled to be handed a platform in which these skills can be intersected with
disciplined academic research. I have long had a taste for all things modernist, and so I am
extremely excited to have the opportunity to undertake a PhD focusing on the Bloomsbury
Group at York. Focusing on the queer cross-gender collaboration between Vanessa Bell and
Duncan Grant, my project aims to revitalise these Bloomsbury artists by revaluating and
coordinating the current scholarship, with a particular focus on their collaborative nature. As
lovers, co-painters, roommates and parents, Bell and Grant represent the queer
experimentation and ideals of Bloomsbury. Placing their queer family dynamic in
conjunction with sodomy, abstraction and the interior aesthetic, my project aims to question
the very notion of a ‘closet’ versus an ‘open secret’ for queer identities within a typically
‘masculine’ modernism.
Within the WRoCAH community, I’m excited to be part of a diverse array of
academics offering support, guidance and the sharing of new ideas from different
specialisms. In addition, I’m keen to gain valuable experiences at partnership galleries, which
will simultaneously enhance my research, museological understanding and post-PhD
employability.

Daniel Bowman
English
University of Sheffield

Jonathan King
History of Art
University of York

I graduated from Northumbria University with a degree in English Literature and
Creative Writing before moving to South Korea, where I lived and worked as an
English Language teacher for three years. Despite enjoying my time in teaching, I
found that I missed studying and moved back to my home town of Sheffield to
complete my Masters in English Literature. It was during this year that I first became
interested in the field of Animal Studies, and how animals are represented in literature.
The aim of my project will be to examine how portrayals of animals (both human and
non-human) were affected by the invention and mass production of the automobile in
American modernist fiction, 1895-1935. The first issue of popular car
magazine Horseless Age was printed in 1895, five years before horse populations
peaked in the US. Whilst there is a temptation to believe that automotive culture
makes animals go away, my hypothesis is that this belief is merely one of the
ideological fictions associated with the car.
I am excited at the prospect of sharing my research with other WRoCAH scholars
across a multi-disciplinary platform, which will no doubt enable me to achieve a
broader understanding of my chosen field. Without the support offered by WRoCAH,
potentially vital resources such as texts from the Pablo Eisenberg Native American
Literature Collection at Amherst College, Maine, would simply be unavailable to me.
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Knowledge Exchange Project:
Artistic Workshops and Community Engagement
Rebecca Starr,
School of Fine Art, History of Art, and Cultural Studies
University of Leeds

For the past year I have been involved with the Homework Club, an afterschool club in Sheffield
where secondary school children can complete their homework with assistance from university
students. However, despite its name, one thing that became apparent during this period was that for
most of the students the Homework Club is far more than an out of school classroom. For many, the
Homework Club itself acts as a safe space in which children can explore ideas and interests, as well as
providing them with opportunities for educational visits, such as a recent trip to Council Chambers to
meet the newly appointed Mayor of Sheffield, Majid Majid.
Based in a community centre in Broomhall, an area which, like many inner-city districts, has had
and continues to have its fair share of issues with violent crime, the Homework Club provides a social
space in which friendships can develop, knowledge is furthered and interests explored. Stemming from
my own research, in which I explore ideas of socially-engaged art and the relationships that can be
facilitated by artistic projects, this summer I had the opportunity to undertake a Knowledge Exchange
Project with the Homework Club. Working with the Homework Club’s coordinator, Emily Hearne, we
embarked upon developing a series of art workshops for the students that would take place during the
summer holidays.
The objectives of the workshops were to allow the children to experiment with different art forms
and encourage them to think about their relationships to art and creative expression through a variety
of mediums. Unfortunately the workshop schedule had to be cut short due to concerns for safety
following a shooting in the local area. However, we managed to facilitate two of the planned
workshops; a screenprinting session delivered by Sheffield Print Club and a spoken word workshop with
the performance artist and writer Sipho Eric Dube.
Any fears I had about lack of interest from participants or community engagement more generally
were alleviated almost immediately. What emerged during these sessions was the willingness and
enthusiasm shown by the children (aged between 11-18) to engage with the invited artists. The
summer workshops have led the organisers of the Homework Club to seek funding for further activities
of this nature in the future. I could not recommend the experience enough and for any researcher
interested in community engagement and disseminating their research with traditionally non-academic
groups, the KEP is a great way of testing out ideas that can have a tangible impact for those involved.
Perhaps the most apt way of summarising the Knowledge Exchange Project is to include a spoken
word piece which was written by Maryam, a year 7 pupil who in spite of initial shyness was excited to
perform her work for the group:

To me beauty is everywhere,
To me, beauty is in the air,
Everywhere, everyone, with friends having fun,
Playing, laughing, shouting and crying
and everything that you do when you are flying.
Flying, flying with emotion,
Tears filling your eyes with devotion,
Beauty never knows when to stop.
Some student designs, including the emblem of the
national cricket team of Pakistan, initials and gifts for
siblings

http://wrocah.ac.uk

@WRoCAH

www.facebook.com/wrocah
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Latest News: WRoCAH Blog
The WRoCAH blog shares updates and reflections on

Alison Horgan
School of English, University of Sheffield

a variety of activities and ideas by WRoCAH students
from all three universities. The scope ranges from
showcasing recent projects, grants, and travel (a trip to
study Noh theatre in Japan; an international
symposium in Leeds on women of the global South
and its diasporas; an award-winning opera about
young people’s responses to terrorism) to broader
knowledge-sharing and engagement events (a storysharing event at Chatsworth House; a workshop
linking soundscapes and the loss of bee populations).
We’ve also welcomed contributions that are both more
general and more personal, reflecting on some of the
ways that the PhD experience can intersect with other
aspects of the creative, personal, and emotional lives of
researchers (a beautiful daily stitch journal; a reflection
on applying the principles of permaculture to the PhD;
some thoughts on long distance study). Alison
Horgan’s post on undertaking a PhD alongside being a
mother falls into the latter category; you can read it in
full below.
See more at http://wrocah.ac.uk/latestnews/.

‘When you’re a doctor can you still be our mummy?’
Today I took the dog and five children – two of my
own and three friends – on an energetic walk up a
Scottish hill and watched them swim in some murky
ponds at the top; I dropped my son to a stone carving
workshop (secretly rather jealous), did the food shop,
snuggled on the sofa with son, cooked tea, put kids to
bed then finished the day by painting some undercoat
on woodwork. It is the holidays, so that’s not a
completely typical day but as I think back over the last
14 hours, there is an alarming lack of academic work.
No writing, no reading, no editing. Not even much
thinking. Today I also checked my university email for
the first time in a few days and discovered that a
proposal for an article which I had submitted months
ago has been accepted for quite a decent journal. This
is exciting and terrifying in equal measure. The
thought of working any of my research into a
coherent piece of writing seems very far away from
these misty Scottish summer holiday hills.
Before I started my PhD I was a school teacher,
so the fragility of work-family balance is not alien to
me. There are many many wonderful things about
doing a PhD: the luxury of pursuing something which
fascinates me; connecting with other people whose
ideas and work help me to become a better thinker
and writer; the possibility of going to Special Assembly
to celebrate one of my kids being Star of the Week.

http://wrocah.ac.uk/latestnews/

Yes, all those things are equally important pieces in my life
as a researcher and as a mum. I can choose how I organise
my time, and make space for things that I wouldn’t be able
to do in a more conventional job. But the shift from one
realm to the other is awkward. Trying to fathom the impact
of footnotes on an eighteenth century reader’s experience
of poetry is a very long way away from remembering to
send in the kids’ dinner money!
The most challenging thing about negotiating
academic work and family life has been the process of
accepting that I can and do have several very different
roles and identities. My children find this a tricky concept,
not least that one day soon, all being well, I will be a Dr
and yet totally unable to treat poorly people. They ask me
when I am going to get a ‘proper job’ (which I think means
working in Sainsbury’s) and why I am still at university
when I finished university twenty years ago. Out of the
mouths of babes, and all that. But these perceptive
questions make me realise that I am very lucky to be able
to make exciting and daunting choices about my future, to
take risks and to follow the strengths of my convictions.
And I suppose it’s quite empowering to be able to show my
children that learning never ends, that it’s OK to do things
differently and to take your time. That fulfilment comes in
many forms. That I am happy to see them flourish but I am
also enriched to find myself continually learning and
understanding things in new ways.
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Life after WRoCAH
Agata Frymus: University of Ghent
The end of the PhD funding period can be a particularly stressful time. As you polish your
thesis, so it is ready for submission in time, you also need to face financial worries and
insecurities regarding your future. What’s next? The most important piece of advice regarding
this scary transitional period – especially if you are approaching your final year – is to plan
your time wisely. This is particularly relevant if you want to stay in academia, and are aiming
to apply for post-docs and lectureships. Post-doc funding is extremely limited and fiercely
competitive; the applications are time-consuming and take a couple of months to be
reviewed. I was at the end of the 3rd year of my PhD when I started to look for post-doc
funding, and it took me a considerable amount of time – two months overall – to develop a
convincing application.
I submitted my proposal for the Marie Sklodowska Curie Early Career Fellowship Scheme; I also started to re-write it
for other funding, such as Leverhulme. It was a hectic time, as I juggled many responsibilities: I was doing my REP
late, in July 2018, and the deadline for Marie Curie was at the end of September. Luckily, I anticipated this, and
made sure I had enough time to stay away from the thesis to concentrate on planning my next step. A month after,
on 17th November 2017, I submitted my thesis. Although my last bit of WRoCAH funding ran out at the time, I
received an Associate Award, which – in combination with some rather moderate savings – covered my living
expenses until the end of February, the month of my viva. During the same month, I also learned that the post-doc
funding I had dreamt of would be awarded. I was dreading my post-PhD life so much, and now – having started a
new, exciting project just three months after my viva – I couldn’t be happier.

Phillip Roberts: Birmingham Museums
I work at Birmingham Museums as researcher of the science and industry
collections. I have just finished a collaborative project about magic lanterns with
the National Science and Media Museum. When I started my PhD, I had never
worked with a museum before. I used my time learning how material history
worked, about collections management and what everyone at the museum did.
The Media Museum people were all very supportive and I got a chance to work
closely with lots of them. I learned about the material life of the objects I was
working with and the places they were made. Almost by accident, I learned the
entire history of Birmingham, because the city kept popping up in my research.
Without really planning it, these things are what helped me move into my current
job. I wanted to continue doing collections research and a very nice position on
the manufacturing history of Birmingham came up at Birmingham Museums.
It was only for five months, but I risked it because I needed the money. I got it because it needed almost the exact mix
of practical museum stuff, research skills, and esoteric knowledge that I had sharpened over the past few years. After
the five months, the museum moved me to a new four-year project.

Claudia Rogers: University of Sheffield
At the start of September I started a new job as Teaching Associate in Central
American History before 1700 at the University of Sheffield, which I’m thrilled to bits
with – especially as it means I’ll be staying in the White Rose group, which has
become my home, for at least the next 12 months. The role involves teaching and
convening undergraduate history modules, as well as some pastoral care duties. It’s
been pretty hectic so far, and I can only imagine things will get more crazy as term
progresses! The time management skills I’ve developed over the course of the
WRoCAH studentship will certainly come in handy. What’s more, in addition to
teaching modules on my research specialism, my REP experience will undoubtedly
prepare me well to teach on a 3rd year/level 3 public history module, too – which I’m
really excited about!
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